A branch-and-cut algorithm for solving linear problems with continuous separable piecewise linear cost functions was developed in 2005 by Keha et al. This algorithm is based on valid inequalities for an SOS2 based formulation of the problem. In this paper we study the extension of the algorithm to the case where the cost function is only lower semicontinuous. We extend the SOS2 based formulation to the lower semicontinuous case and show how the inequalities introduced by Keha et al. can also be used for this new formulation. We also introduce a simple generalization of one of the inequalities introduced by Keha et al. Furthermore, we study the discontinuities caused by fixed charge jumps and introduce two new valid inequalities by extending classical results for fixed charge linear problems. Finally, we report computational results showing how the addition of the developed inequalities can significantly improve the performance of CPLEX when solving these kinds of problems.
Introduction
We study the nonconvex separable lower semicontinuous piecewise linear optimization problem given by
where N = {1, . . . , n}, g i j ≥ 0 for all i, j and f j (x j ) is a lower semicontinuous nonconvex piecewise linear function.
This problem is NP-hard and has several applications [10] including network flow problems with nonconvex objectives [1, 2] and with fixed charges [12, 13, 15, 16, 19] . Our goal is to extend the results obtained in [10] for the case where f j (x j ) is continuous to the semicontinuous case. These results include the development of a branch-and-cut algorithm without binary variables for the nonconvex separable continuous piecewise linear optimization problem by deriving valid inequalities for an SOS2 based formulation of the problem.
In Section 2 we describe this SOS2 model and the valid inequalities developed in [10] . We also derive a simple generalization of one of these inequalities. In Section 3 we extend the SOS2 formulation to the semicontinuous case, study its relationship to a binary formulation suggested in [3, 14] and show how to use cuts from the continuous case. Section 4 is devoted to the study of discontinuities caused by fixed charges. In this section two new valid inequalities are developed by extending classical results for fixed charge linear problems. Finally computational results are presented in Section 5.
SOS2 model for the continuous case
In this section we present the classical SOS2 model for the continuous case and we summarize the polyhedral results presented in [10] . We begin by reviewing the definition of the SOS2 condition.
An ordered set of variables is said to satisfy SOS2 if no more than two variables are positive and if two variables are positive, then they must be adjacent in the order. Now, suppose that for each j ∈ N , f j (x j ) is a continuous piecewise linear function which is linear in segments 
where a k i j = g i j d k j . The one row relaxation of this model where (1) is replaced by
is the basis of our polyhedral results. Let S = {λ = (λ k j ) T k=0, j∈N ∈ R n(T +1) : λ satisfies (2)-(5)} be the set of feasible solutions to this model and let L S = {λ ∈ R n(T +1) : λ satisfies (2), (3) and (5)} be the set of feasible solutions to its LP relaxation.
Several valid inequalities for P = conv(S) are presented in [10] . In the following section we review these valid inequalities and describe the separation procedure for a given λ ∈ L S \ P. We also develop a small extension of one of these inequalities.
Lifted convexity constraints
Lifted convexity constraints are obtained by lifting a natural relaxation of (2) . For j ∈ N , let I = {i ∈ N \ { j} : b − a 1 j ≤ a T i } and for i ∈ I let k i = min{k : b − a 1 j ≤ a k i }. Then, for i ∈ I
is a valid inequality, where
Inequality (6) gives two possibilities for separation. Letλ ∈ L S \ P be such thatλ i violates SOS2 and let
cuts offλ, where all α k i are positive and given by (8) . We denote this cut as a Lifted Convexity Cut type I. On the other hand, if ak i −1
where αk i −1 i and αk i i are given by (7) may cut offλ. In particular, it will cut the infeasible point if, for example, λk i −1 i = 0. We denote this cut as a Lifted Convexity Cut type II.
Lifted cover constraints
Lifted cover constraints extend the concept of a cover to continuous variables with SOS2 constraints. Consider a set C ⊆ N and k j ∈ {2, . . . , T } for j ∈ C such that j∈C a k j
is a valid inequality, where α j = min{0, (∆ − a k j j + a k j −1 j )/∆}. More generally, requirement 2 ≤ k j can be relaxed to
Separation can be done as follows. Letλ ∈ L S \ P be such thatλ i violates SOS2. Let L = {l > 1 :λ l i > 0} and for each j = i let k j = max{k : T l=kλ l j = 1}. Also let D = { j ∈ N \ {i} : k j > 0}. Then, for each l ∈ L and for each C ⊆ D such that j∈C a k j j + a l i > b, we have that for C = C ∪ {i} and k i = l (11) may separateλ. In particular, it will cut offλ if, for example,λ l−1 i = 0 or α i = 0.
Aggregated lifted convexity constraints
In this section we develop a small extension of the lifted convexity constraints that sometimes allows cutting off infeasible points that lifted convexity constraints cannot. For any I ⊆ N we can aggregate the relaxed convexity constraints to get the valid inequality
which can be lifted in a manner similar to the convexity constraints if I = N . Letλ ∈ L S \ P and supposeλ l is SOS2 infeasible and k l = max{k :λ k l > 0}. It may happen that
for some I ⊆ N \ {l}. In this case, neither lifted convexity cuts of type I or II will separateλ, but (13) suggests that we may be able to lift (12) to get a separating inequality.
is valid where α k l l = |I | − z * and
By condition (13) , this yields α k l l > 0. The validity proof for (14) is similar to the one in [10] for lifted convexity constraints type I, with the difference that for (14) the lifting of (12) with respect to λ k l l is only done approximately. The separation procedure for this inequality is a simple generalization of the procedure for the separation of Lifted Convexity cuts type I. Letλ ∈ L S \ P be such thatλ l violates SOS2 and letk l = max{k :λ k l > 0}. We look for a set of indices I such that (13) is satisfied for k l =k l and i∈I T k=1 λ k i = |I |. We can then solve (15) greedily to get α k l l and add (14) to cut off the infeasible point.
Extensions of the SOS2 model to the semicontinuous case
In this section we extend the SOS2 model to the semicontinuous case and show how the cuts from the continuous case can be used in this extension.
Let f j (x j ) be a piecewise linear lower semicontinuous function which is linear in the segments
An example of this type of function is shown in Fig. 1 . When c 0 j > c 0 j we say there is a fixed charge type jump at 0. To treat the discontinuous case we duplicate all break points except the upper bound of the x j variable and make a distinction between the λ variable associated with the segment below and above d k j . We can then write
where
Our intent is that if
and that if x j = d k j for some k ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1} then
To assure (18) we only need to force
Let
Then, for x j satisfying (16), (17) and (20) , (21) is a correct expression for the piecewise linear function since (19) will be satisfied automatically by the minimization of f (x) as f j (x j ) is lower semicontinuous for all j ∈ N . Note that, if we do not have a fixed charge jump, this model is essentially the same as the disaggregated convexcombination binary model proposed in [3, 14] , but with the necessary combinatorial requirements enforced directly by SOS2 constraints instead of adding binary variables. More specifically, when no fixed charge jump at 0 is present the SOS2 model is
The disaggregated convex-combination binary model proposed in [3, 14] is the same model with extra binary variables y k j and (22) replaced by
As a direct extension of [9] , we have that both models are equivalent in the sense that their LP relaxations have the same optimal objective value and that the convex hulls of their feasible sets are equal in the space of the λ variables. As it has been shown in [3, 14] that the LP relaxation of the disaggregated convex-combination binary model produces a bound at least as tight as any of the other known models for piecewise linear optimization, this also holds for our SOS2 model. On the other hand, the SOS2 model is theoretically preferable as it has fewer variables and constraints.
Using the binary variable model to derive cuts could appear to be advantageous at first sight, as lifting binary variables is usually simpler than lifting continuous variables. We could lift variable y k j and use the obtained coefficient for variables λ k−1 j and λ k j , but we would then always have the same lifting coefficients for these two λ variables. This procedure would then fail to generate many valid inequalities. For example, we could not generate a lifted convexity cut (6) with (α k i −1 i , α k i i ) = (0, 0). Finally, we note that a fixed charge jump can be added to both models.
Using cuts from the continuous model in the semicontinuous model
We now show how cuts derived for the continuous model can be used in the semicontinuous model by using a natural identification between the λ variables. We rename the λ variables in the discontinuous case as
If the fixed charge jump is not present, we eliminate λ 0 j from the formulation and rename λ 0 j to λ 0 j . On the other hand, if the fixed charge jump is present we keep λ 0 j and λ 0 j and add a new variable λ 0 j plus the additional constraints λ 0 j + λ 0 j = λ 0 j and λ 0 j ∈ {0, 1}. Note that this binary requirement is not artificial and in fact the SOS2 requirements plus the minimization of the lower semicontinuous function f (x j ) will automatically enforce it. With these identifications and by renaming T as T = 2T − 1 we recover the continuous model over variables (λ k j ) T k=0 given by (2)-(5). The only difference is that instead of having a k j < a k+1 j , we now have a k j ≤ a k+1 j . Thus all cuts derived from the continuous case can be used in the semicontinuous case so long as they were not deduced assuming the strict inequality. Fortunately, the loss of the strict inequality between breakpoints only seems to require some extra care when separating.
For lifted convexity cuts note that because k i = min{k : b − a 1 j ≤ a k i } we have that a k i i = a k i +1 i and a k i −1 i < a k i i . When the strict inequality assumption applies, if b − a 1 j = a k i i then α k i i = 0 and α k i +1 i > 0. On the other hand when the strict inequality assumption is dropped we still get α k i i = 0, but we also get α k i +1 i = 0. This changes the condition for separation with a lifted convexity cuts type
In contrast, the conditions for the lifted convexity cuts type II and the aggregated lifted convexity cuts are not changed. Finally, for lifted cover inequalities validity is preserved when the strict inequality assumption is dropped. The only difference is that α j = 0 whenever a l j −1 j = a l j j .
Inequalities using the fixed charge jump
None of the previous valid inequalities include the fixed charge binary variable λ 0 j . One approach to including these binary variables would be to lift them in the inequalities we have already studied. Unfortunately, this approach does not yield very good results. For the lifted convexity and aggregated lifted convexity cuts only the binary variables associated with the original convexity constraints may give non-zero lifted coefficients and even this rarely happens. For lifted cover cuts the results are not good either since if the cover C is chosen to be minimal the lifted coefficients for all λ 0 j for all j ∈ C will be zero. On the other hand, there are many cuts available for fixed charge linear problems, so we decided to study the possibility of extending these cuts to the piecewise linear case. One of the most studied fixed charge linear problems is the fixed charge network flow problem, see for example [11] Section II.6.4, [12, 13, 15, 16, 19] . Because of this, we will concentrate our study on two classical cuts for the fixed charge transportation problem: cover and flow cover cuts. We refer the reader to [11] Sections II.2.2 and II.2.4 for an in depth treatment of these cuts and to [11] Section II.6.4 for a description of their use in fixed charge network and transportation problems.
When a fixed charge jump is included for each variable x j , our SOS2 model is (2)-(5) and
As we will be extending cuts for the transportation problem we will also study the case when inequality (5) is replaced by
The feasible set for the problem with the ≤ inequality is still denoted by (5) and (24)-(26)} and the feasible set for the problem with the ≥ inequality is denoted by Similarly the feasible set for the problem with an equality constraint is denoted by S = = S ∩ S ≥ . By setting x j = T k=0 a k j λ k j and y j = (1 − λ 0 j ) we obtain the relaxation of S = given by
which is exactly the one row relaxation of a fixed charge linear transportation problem, from which classical cover and flow cover cuts can be derived. Replacing (28) by j∈N x j ≤ b we obtain a variable upper bound flow model from which we can derive flow cover inequalities. Similarly, replacing (28) by j∈N x j ≥ b we obtain the binary knapsack model
This approach can be extended to take into account the structure of the piecewise-linear problem by using the variables x j in different ways.
is valid for conv(S).
Proof. For each j ∈ N we fix k j ≥ 1 and let
Again using y j = (1 − λ 0 j ) we get a variable upper bound relaxation of S given by
from which again we can derive flow cover cuts. For example, if C ⊆ N is such that j∈C a
which translates in the original variables to (29).
Once k j has been chosen for each j ∈ N , the usual separation procedures for flow cover inequalities can be applied to choose C in (29). A reasonable choice of k j 's could be k j = max{k :λ k j > 0} for a givenΛ ∈ L S \ P we wish to separate, but the choice of k j will affect the coefficient of λ 0 j , so including this choice in the separation procedure might give better results.
Inequality (29) could be improved by lifting variables in N \ C. Furthermore a possibly stronger inequality could be obtained by lifting the inequality
which is clearly valid for conv({Λ ∈ S :
In fact, inequality (36) can be lifted with respect to variables λ 0
which could presumably be lifted with respect to variables λ k i for i ∈ C and k ≥ k i + 1 to get a valid inequality that dominates (29). Unfortunately, this last lifting and the lifting of (29) with respect to variables in N \ C does not seem to be easy to compute.
On the other hand, the procedure used to prove validity of (29) can also be used to obtain valid inequalities similar to (29) that also include variables in N \ C. This can be done by simply replacing (35) by other valid inequalities for (31)-(34) like lifted flow cover inequalities [6] . Furthermore this procedure can be easily extended to the case where negative a j 's are allowed by using extensions to flow cover inequalities that allow negative coefficients like simple and extended generalized flow cover inequalities [11] Section II.2.4, [13, 17, 20] and lifted flow cover inequalities [6] .
We will now do a similar extension for cover cuts for conv(S ≥ ), but this time we will be forced to use lifting to obtain a valid inequality. During the lifting procedure we will use the following proposition, whose proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 1 in [10] . Proposition 1. Let Λ be an extreme point of conv(S ≥ ). Then Λ has at most two fractional components, and in case it has a fractional component it must satisfy
Theorem 2. Let C ⊆ N and k j ≥ 1 for all j ∈ N \ C be such that
is valid for conv(S ≥ ).
which we can deduce that the cover inequality given by
is valid for convS ≥ C . Inequality (40) will be obtained by lifting this cover inequality.
For a fixed i ∈ N \ C we lift (41) with respect to λ k i for k ≥ k i + 1 in increasing order. Let
has already been proven valid for P S ≥ C (i, l − 1) and was obtained by maximum lifting. Then the maximum lifting coefficient for (42) with respect to λ l i is
is the set of extreme points of P [18] . To simplify this minimization problem we will study the cases λ l i = 1 and 0 < λ l i < 1 separately. Then if we let
Note that by minimality condition (38) we have β l i , γ l i ≤ 0. It is easy to see that
and as l ≥ k i + 1 minimality condition (39) implies that β l i = −1 and hence α l i ≤ −1. Similarly and by using Proposition 1 and β l i , γ l i ≤ 0, it is easy to see that
In particular for l = k i + 1 we have
Any Λ feasible for this problem, such that j∈C λ 0 j ≤ |C| − 1 has nonnegative objective value. On the other hand, the only feasible Λ with j∈C λ 0 j = |C| is such that
The value of γ k i +1 i given by this solution is (a k i i − a k i +1 i )/ρ which is less than or equal to −1 because of (39). Hence
Similarly for l ≥ k i + 2 we have that the minimum in (43) is again attained by the unique Λ with j∈C λ 0 j = |C|, but now
where the last inequality comes from α l i ≤ −1. So for l ≥ k i + 2 we have α l i = β l i = −1. Now we see how the lifting can be done independently for each i ∈ N \ C. For H ⊂ N \ C let
Suppose that we have already maximally lifted with respect to λ j for all j ∈ H and after that with respect to λ k i for all k ∈ {k i + 1, . . . , l − 1}. Letα l i be the maximum lifting coefficient for λ l i . We will prove by induction on |H | that α l i is equal to the coefficient α l i already calculated. The base case |H | = 0 follows from the definition of α l i . Now, for |H | ≥ 1 by the induction hypothesis we have that
As in the previous argument we can defineβ l i andγ l i such thatα l i = min{β l i ,γ l i }. Noting that (−α k j ) > 0 for all j ∈ H and k ≥ k j + 1, it is easy to see thatβ l i = β l i . Also, by arguments similar to the previous part we have
Noting that (−α k j ) ≥ 1 for all j ∈ H and k ≥ k i + 1, it is easy to see that the minimum of (44) is attained at a Λ such that j∈C λ 0 j = |C| and j∈H k≥k j +1 λ k j = 0. Under these conditions the problem reverts to the one defining γ l i so we haveγ l i = γ l i and henceα l i = α l i .
Because of ρ, an exact separation problem for (40) will not have a linear objective function, but there is a simple heuristic way of separating a givenΛ ∈ L S \ P by starting with C = {i ∈ N :λ 0 i = 1} and k i = max{k :λ k i > 0} for i ∈ N \ C. If necessary we can then add to C indexes i ∈ N \ C with largeλ 0 i to comply with the cover condition (37). Finally, if needed, we can easily correct our choices of C and k i 's to comply with the minimality conditions (38) and (39).
Unfortunately, inequality (40) cannot be directly extended to other inequalities for the knapsack problem. If we start the lifting with other inequalities instead of (41), such as lifted cover inequalities, the lifting problem with respect to continuous variables becomes much harder. The lifting of (40) with respect to binary variables λ 0 j for j ∈ N \C seems like a better alternative, but it is still not clear how to give a closed form expression for the lifting coefficients.
Computational experience
In [10] it was shown that adding cuts could significantly improve the performance of an SOS2 based branch and bound procedure for solving linear problems with piecewise linear separable objective functions. It was also shown that using an SOS2 model was faster than using a binary model with or without the use of SOS2 cuts. Advocates of the binary model could argue that this last statement is no longer valid for practical applications as commercial solvers are now so efficient at solving mixed integer problems that the benefit of being able to use their features outweighs the drawbacks of adding extra binary variables. For this reason we decided to use a state of the art commercial solver to evaluate the current practical applicability of the SOS2 branch-and-cut procedure. We chose CPLEX 9.0 [8] as a MIP solver using Concert 2.0 [8] as the modeling language because it has built in SOS2 support.
We modeled the problem using Concert's built in SOS2 support and for the binary model we chose the disaggregated convex combination model introduced in [3, 14] . Initial testing showed that the benefit of using SOS2 sets were not significant when using CPLEX and in fact many times the binary model solved faster. CPLEX's does not generate any cuts in solving a model without binary or integer variables, so we also compared the results of solving the SOS2 model with CPLEX against solving the binary model with CPLEX's cuts turned off. In this case the advantage of the binary model was diminished but it was still faster to solve than the SOS2 model. One reason for this behavior is that CPLEX 9.0's branching, preprocessing and primal heuristics for binary variables are much more advanced than those for SOS2 sets [7] . In theory, most of these binary preprocessing and variable branching schemes translate to SOS2 preprocessing and branching schemes that could be implemented without binary variables giving even better performance, but it remains to be seen if they are actually worth the programming effort.
The disaggregated convex combination model is a way to implement SOS2 requirements for the piecewise linear model. The advantages and disadvantages of this approach and the direct implementation of SOS2 requirements are summarized in Table 1 . Advanced heuristics and RINS [4] Currently available.
Theoretically it can be implemented. No current implementation. From our preliminary computational results it seems that currently the best practical implementation of SOS2 requirements is the disaggregated convex combination model. For this reason we decided to implement SOS2 sets using this approach to test our cuts. Our aim was to study the change in performance when using our SOS2 based cuts by themselves and also in conjunction with CPLEX's cuts.
Test instances
Our test instances were based on the same randomly generated transportation problems used in [10] , but we modified the objective functions to make the problems harder to solve. We also included a relaxation of the transportation problems in our tests.
The transportation problems consist of the minimization of a nonconvex separable piecewise linear function. As shown in Fig. 2 , functions f i j (x i j ), for each arc x i j in the underlying transportation graph, were randomly generated by first generating a strictly increasing concave piecewise linear function with f (0) = 0. Discontinuities for each break point were then generated by randomly decreasing lim x i j →d k i j − f i j (x i j ) for each k ≥ 1 and fixed charges were generated by randomly increasing lim x i j →0 + f i j (x i j ). Finally the value of f i j (d k i j ) was defined so that f i j (x i j ) would end up being lower semicontinuous. We refer to these instances as the continuous/discontinuous transportation problems with/without fixed charge.
The relaxation of the transportation problem only includes the constraints at the supply nodes which were further relaxed to inequality constraints. These problems involve the maximization of a nonconcave separable piecewise linear function. Functions f i j (x i j ) for these problems were generated in a way analogous to the transportation problem. We refer to these instances as the continuous/discontinuous maximization problems with/without fixed charge. We included these instances as they only have less than or equal to constraints with positive coefficients and most of the valid inequalities considered in this paper are based on a one row relaxation that has a constraint of this kind. Thus these instances allow us to test the performance of our valid inequalities independently of the effects of other one row relaxations for which we cannot generate valid inequalities. For both types of problems we considered instances with different numbers of supply and demand nodes. We use 4 and 5 segments for the piecewise linear functions as was done in [10] .
Computational results
To perform computational tests we used a PC with dual 2.40 GHz Xeon CPU's and 2 GB of RAM running Linux with kernel 2.4.20. Tables 2-9 summarize results for all problem types. Each problem type is identified as xxx-yyy-zzz, where xxx is For each instance we present results when solving it using CPLEX 9.0 with its default settings, with CPLEX's cuts turned off and our SOS2 based cuts and with CPLEX's cuts turned on and our SOS2 based cuts. In the case where we use our SOS2 based cuts, we aggressively generated cuts at the root node and we then kept generating cuts every 1000 nodes in a more conservative manner. The exception for this are fixed charge cover cuts which we generated every 5000 nodes. For all cases we present the number of nodes required to solve the instance and the CPU time in seconds. Each run was terminated after at most 10 000 CPU seconds. Instances which were not solved to optimality in this time frame are marked with a * in the CPU time column followed by the optimality gap at the time of termination. For each problem type we also include the total number of nodes processed and the total CPU time for each method. We also include the number of times each method obtained the best gap, by either solving to optimality when one of the other methods could not or by obtaining the smallest gap when none of the methods reached optimality. Finally, for each instance we use bold font to denote the method that obtained the best number of nodes, CPU time or gap. We also give in Table 10 the total number of SOS2 based cuts that were generated for each problem type. We consider separately the number of cuts generated when only SOS2 based cuts were generated and when they were generated in conjunction with CPLEX's default cuts. Columns labeled (A) correspond to lifted convexity cuts (6), columns (B) correspond to lifted cover cuts (11) , columns (C) correspond to aggregated lifted convexity cuts (14), For the maximization problem we can see that using only SOS2 based cuts instead of CPLEX's default cuts gives significantly better results when the number of nodes processed is considered. CPLEX took almost 13 and 16 times more nodes to solve both the continuous and discontinuous instances with no fixed charges and over 23 and 8 times more nodes to solve the fixed charge ones. Furthermore, two instances which could not be solved to optimality by CPLEX were solved by using only SOS2 based cuts. When CPU time is considered instead, SOS2 based cuts still give better results, but the difference is not so significant as CPLEX only takes over 8 and almost 10 times more CPU time to solve instances with no fixed charges and almost 10 and 4 times more CPU time to solve the fixed charge ones. When the SOS2 based cuts are used in conjunction with CPLEX's default cuts the results are even better. In this case that the reason for the lack of significant speed up in CPU time for these instances is that the current implementation of the separation procedures for fixed charge flow cover cuts and fixed charge cover cuts are too slow. The significant speed up in number of nodes and the number of cuts generated suggest that these cuts are useful though.
Conclusions
This paper extends the branch-and-cut algorithm for linear programs with piecewise linear continuous costs developed in [10] to the lower semicontinuous case. We extend the classical SOS2 formulation for linear programs with piecewise linear continuous costs to the lower semicontinuous case in the same way the classical binary model was extended in [3, 14] . We note that additional work in this direction has been developed in [5] where the SOS2 formulation has been extended to the non-lower semicontinuous case by introducing a specialized branching scheme for this case. We then bring valid inequalities developed in [10] to the new model and make a simple generalization of one of these inequalities. Finally we study in detail the discontinuity caused by a fixed charge at 0 and we develop two new valid inequalities by extending classical cuts for fixed charge linear models.
Computationally, we compare the branch-and-cut algorithm without binary variables to solving the binary model with a commercial solver. Computational results show that, although the binary model works better with commercial solvers, adding SOS2 based cuts can significantly increase performance of the branch-and-cut procedure for one class of problems. For the other class of problems, adding SOS2 based cuts can significantly increase performance regarding the number of nodes and best gaps obtained and can provide a small increment in performance regarding CPU time.
